The Truth of Mary Magdalene and Jesus of
Nazareth. Part 4

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/02/2011 11:12 AM

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Quoting: Vindicator
Nice, :) God did create the serpent. We are "all" the hands and feet of God. The Illuminati serve
God to create His kingdom, the Elite serve God, We all serve God. The rich and prideful serve our
Creator faithfully, but just have sacrificed their own eternal life in paradise. But God bless them.
They are tools that are necessary.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1514231

Yes!!! Necessary tools indeed.
The Phoenix will purify ALL.
We all do the will of the Father, even if we think we oppose him, is'nt creation wonderful? cheers!

Quoting: Vindicator
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Agreed.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
09/02/2011 04:05 PM

...

Constantine
Constantinople = 1
Rome = 2
Quoting: Sugarelf

Contantinople is Constantine, Constaniople has been now Istanbul= Istan+Bull=Satan. Satans
City.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Mark.
Or where the Copts the 1st?
Quoting: Haile Menelik

trying to change the subject ????
3rd does not matter
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
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09/02/2011 04:06 PM

lol The un-Holy trinity: The Mother=Mary, The Son=Eesa and the un-Holy spirit=Muhammad.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

Muhammad conquered the middle east with the Christian Bible in hand....
Quoting: Sugarelf

lol Where's the link, is it missing?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1030220

link ????
it is obvious with a little reading
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/02/2011 04:07 PM

Contantinople is Constantine, Constaniople has been now Istanbul= Istan+Bull=Satan. Satans
City.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Mark.
Or where the Copts the 1st?
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Quoting: Haile Menelik

trying to change the subject ????
3rd does not matter
Quoting: Sugarelf

Isn't Constantine the Caesar who changed Rome's religion to Christianity?
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/02/2011 04:08 PM

God's Holy Trinity; Him, Her and Anima
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
09/02/2011 06:13 PM

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Mark.
Or where the Copts the 1st?
Quoting: Haile Menelik

trying to change the subject ????
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3rd does not matter
Quoting: Sugarelf

Isn't Constantine the Caesar who changed Rome's religion to Christianity?
Quoting: HilosPP

correct -- in Byzantium or Nova, and not in Rome
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/02/2011 06:15 PM

One thing still vexes me, why does Mary let Jesus be treated the way He is?
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
09/02/2011 06:25 PM

One thing still vexes me, why does Mary let Jesus be treated the way He is?
Quoting: HilosPP

what is in it for her ??
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
09/02/2011 10:29 PM
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ummm...actually there are some ancient text that says GOD did not create all things...there were
some lesser Gods that had a hand in creating some things....
Quoting: Whitefeather 1449355

God created the 'sons of God' and through his guidance they formed the heavens and Earth. "Let
US make man in OUR image after OUR likeness."
Quoting: Vindicator

the heaven and the trillions of earths and you are all sons of God. and it means your soul, not the
body. You are sons of god because you can think and reason, but please people some of this is
far out stuff that comes from the minds of people who a bit immature yet, and this immanturity is
causing major issues for civilization. I am watching anderson cooper's special tonight on the
abuse of children by people who know nothing of God.
Christianity as set up by your very dark ops people is dangerous to the minds of the immature who
cannot reason. I have seen so much and the immaturity is getting worse and worse for a variety of
reasons. You would be better off here instead of these silly remarks made here to LOOK
AROUND AT HOW YOUR WORLD IS ANd WHAT IT IS BECOMING and WHAT ALL THESE
CHURCHES ALLOW. IT IS APPALLING.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
09/02/2011 10:30 PM

One thing still vexes me, why does Mary let Jesus be treated the way He is?
Quoting: HilosPP

Mary his Mother or MAry M and what is the whole point of such a discussion,, when NOTHING IS
KNOWN except what has been shared in these end times, and that is still small. PEOPLE LOOK
AT THE WORLD THAT MAN HAS CREATED.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
09/02/2011 10:39 PM
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There is NO serpent, there are evil people. A particular group have labeled themselves serpents.
There is free will. As to Lucifer, he got a big head, a huge ego and wanted to be a God himself
and he and the clowns who bought into his idea, separated themselves from the union. we call it
civil war on this planet.
It did not work. All of the creation is governed. That that Hierarchy is foten what you ones label
"god." What do you even mean by GOD? It has become a catch all term. YOU ARE GOD. God is
not just one person that waved some sort of magic wand. And yet you continue to talk about him
as if he is.
The CREATION is not a mere 15 billion or so years old. It is thousands of trillions at least. There is
no record of it's beginning, as to the Central Universe of Havona (from which the word heaven
comes from.).
As the superuniverses began to form there are records of "time." there are standard times,
because all spheres have their own time based on revolutions or orbit or as in the case of earth,
both.
You ones seem to have such a small concept of the size of things. Of how big it is, like I run into
many who actually think this is the only planet that this magic wand user called God made.
Ponder that simple statement, for this is not the only planet god made and populated. this is very
simplistic thinking and even cave men do better than this.
I want those of you in this and the other silly religious threads to grow up your minds and imagine
a creation of 5.6 trillion populated planets. This one is immature and there are lots of reasons for
that. This is one of the slowest most laggard planets ever, and certainly the slowest most laggard
planet in this sector of the creation.
One of those reasons is because it's being use as a prison ward, because the problem of evil has
been excessive in Orvonton and must be dealt with.
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
09/02/2011 11:00 PM
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To Candace: You claim that I am deceived in my knowledge, trying to walk in God's shoes so to
speak. I only desire to receive the blessing of God and be forgiven, and my only reward is life and
rest. knowledge is why the world is the way it is. Ask yourself, what is knowledge without Love?
what is it to gain the whole world but lose your soul in the process?
I understand your disdain for the evil things in the world, I do. But it will sort itself out, and the
phoenix will come on the Great and Terrible day of the LORD "burning like an oven".
So do not hate the ones who are wicked. Spread love as you have been, for knowledge will surely
increase in the coming days to the point of being overwhelming, thus the error will be known, then
we shall have peace. I love you, and I am not ur average "Christian" hehe.
Quoting: Vindicator

You sound like one of Lillith's Nexus Nymphs.
Quoting: HilosPP

Lol what is that? Did'nt Lillith roll on Adam because he would not treat her equally? I believe he
wanted to be on top.
So...Lillith said screw this I'm outta here and ascended on the first day! That should give an idea
the power of Woman. I am male, but I recognize women as NOT being inferior, quite the contrary.
When it comes to intuition, grace, spirit, quite frankly THEY.OWN.US.

Thanks for the kind words Candace, it really hit home.
I know how a lot of members feel
about you but you continue on. I know I can't change your mind on certain things, but everything
you just said I have known for awhile now. I talk with scriptures here, so maybe the ones who call
themselves 'christian' will understand my words.
Our Earthly mother only comes to us once you cast off the power of the Serpent. It was'nt so easy
for me to say, Begone Satan!
I am a follower of 'the path.' Meaning this, I'm just gonna say it now;
I am opposed to the power of the Serpent.
I am opposed to the beast, who would build a kingdom of stone. Out of his mouth pours armies
and he spreads the fires of destruction.
I am opposed to Babylon.
I am opposed to man even for the sake of our Earthly mother.
Even though, I know she can 'handle herself' I love her and I also tread lightly upon her. My gift is
my curse. I feel the love of the Father even as I write this.
I have no agenda, my goal is to enlighten, NOT TO CONVERT! Just to get that clear.
And again no I am not a water nymph lolol. Cheers!
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PS none of what I say should be taken to heart, as we all have a different take on things. HilosPP
and Candace, you both seem very set in your beliefs.
But know this. 'Beliefs' puts a roadblock up to experience.
And Vanity is one of "the deep things of Satan"
Quoting: Vindicator

Vindicator, based on a post you made to which I replied, in which you seem to want some peace
and blessings, what about this post dignifies the earlier comments?
You are not a follower of "the path." there is NO PATH except the one YOU CREATE and man
has to discover that. Nobody lays your path for you. Jesus did not. He showed a righteous way to
live. He did not create this religion called christianity, it is the creation of thugs and of people who
have little mind to understand anything. COPYING CRAP and following CRAP is a very bad path.
It matters not who write the crap. You are here to grow individually into responsible mature people
who are sovereign. This planet has way too much "following".
You here here to learn to become I AM THAT I AM and I should change my own signature file to
include that statement.
You are here to become I AM"S, NOT I FOLLOWS. Even cats and dogs don't follow like man
does at this time on earth.
Since I have no concrete experience with Islam, I really don't know how much following goes on
there but it looks like its just as bad as christianity. jesus did NOT GIVE THIS RELIGION, as I
keep saying. HE came to tell you, that you are Sons of GOD, and not babies.
Again, it was promised that in the end of this age, there would be additional teachings, better and
more teachings and you ones stick to the silly bible of one little group of confused people as your
resource about God. It is not a resource about God. there are small amounts of correct material in
it, but it is not a resource. It is not an encyclopedia about God.
Every culture and racial group has received avatars. Jesus was NOT the first, nor was he the last.
they continue to come in large numbers because of the tremendous sadness those in "heaven"
feel for this terribly confused world.
WE ARE SAD. WE SHED BIG TEARS FOR YOU ONES OF EARTH. WE ARE HERE BECAUSE
WE LOVE YOU and WE WANT the BEST FOR YOU. CAN"T YOU CONSIDER GROWING UP
INTO SOMETHING MORE? I SHED BIG TEARS EVERY TIME I SEE THREADS LIKE THIS.
I SHED BIG TEARS EVERY TIME I SEE FOLKS DOING NOTHING ABOUT THE GENOCIDE
SINCE 911 IN THE MIDDLE EAST. I SEE ONES WHO BELIEVE JESUS IS GOING TO RIDE
EITHER ON A WHITE LIGHT OR A WHITE HORSE ACROSS THE PICK THEM UP IN A
RAPTURE. HOW CAN THIS HAPPEN? IT IS NOT SO, IT CANNOT HAPPEN, SCIENCE WILL
SEE TO IT. BECAUSE YOU SEE THE LAWS OF GOD ARE THE LAWS OF PHYSICS. JESUS
CANNOT PICK YOU UP ON A WHITE HORSE.
I EXPLAIN THE POSSIBILITY OF EVACUATION OF THIS PLANET WHEN IT GOES INTO THE
AXIS SHIFT. PEOPLE SAY THEY WILL WAIT FOR THE REAL JESUS AND WELL NOT BOARD
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CRAFT. WHERE ARE YOUR MINDS?
And you ones go after folks who don't believe as your individual little church does as being evil
and will burn in hell for eternity. souls do not burn at all, but nuclear explosions can damage them
greatly. bodies do not burn for eternity. and neither can a soul. it can be damaged, and destoyed,
but it cannot burn forever.
as a matter of fact, based on some topics in this thread, the relations of Jesus and his mother, or
with Mary M, is in fact none of your business. It is no more your business than say my marriage.
or anyone elses. I am divorced by the way, and for very good reason. I had to get my children out
of a terrible situation because it was RIGHT TO DO.
MAN KNOWS what is right. even with his limited DNA he knows what is right, but choses
otherwise. He is born knowing what is right. But the dark thugs put out of lot of trash and cause
confusion.
Separate yourselves from the TRASh. The Life of the two that presented together as Jesus, were
not trash and there is a trashing soap opera discussion going on here, which I find offensive,
being that I know a bunch of the people who incarnated to play those roles 2000 years ago. they
incarnated to play story and teach. There was only 2000 years left after all until the end of the
age, and the time this planet and solar system would be coming into the end of the 2nd great
cycle around the milky way. It is a final SORTING TIME, not a judgement time. There will be some
judged yes, of the evil ones, but mostly its a sorting time. Those not ready for the ascension
process of GAIA cannot stay. They could not survive and GAIA's body cannot handle this
overpopulation and resultant pollution of war and man's mind. She is going to be cleansed.
Religion matters not jack shit about if you are going to be a quality stay behind to grow with her, or
an evil one removed, or who moves laterally at this time. the planet cannot support you all and
most folks are going to MOVE.
now is a time to really really look at this miserable world and learn what you can see. Discussions
about the life of Jesus and Mary do not further learning what is with this world NOW. If his
demonstration of a good life lived, had been headed, this would be a better place.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/02/2011 11:20 PM
Grace to you and peace from him who is, Who was, who is to come.
To Candace, Hilos, and the rest of the brethren, and to the dogs even, let the forever sun rise in
your hearts.
Candace, I agree with you, you speak from the heart. The Serpent is unseen to those who have
not seen the horrors of Sheol, MAY YOU NEVER SEE THAT PLACE! -selah
Yet it is apparent how the duality of man has caused him to remain in debt and death.
The great tree of life stands in the midst of the sea of glass, and is hidden in plain site right here
on this earth.
In the sea of glass under the throne of the Almighty can be seen the reflections of the mountains
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the rivers, the trees, the hills, and all seed that bring forth good fruit.
Hear and understand my words, we are not separate from God, you can see him in the trees the
blades of grass, the little children's eyes. You can behold his wondrous glory in the firmament.
The 'world' is a hologram so to speak, more easily put, it is the 'ground of the univers' and is
sacred, and indeed Candace, look what we've done!
All that evil, all that bloodshed, all that pain and suffering brought against the sons and daughters
of light has been stored up for the one day, the GREAT and TERRIBLE day, when it's FURY will
be unleashed upon the heavens as well as the Earth.
So do not dismay, do not hate the wicked, their fate is sealed, I tell you it already has happened,
we are watching it play out on this realm as we speak.
Some of your are sons of the great light, and a few others are sons of the holy flame, born anew
unto the spirit, we are the MIGHT AND STRENGTH, we are the keepers of the sacred vow. To
avenge the blood spilled of the holy ones of light, who shine in the darkness, and the dark ones
tremble at our site. WE ARE MANY. Out of smoke and ashes we rise, blinding the wicked,
bringing them the message of the Holy Fire.
We will purify them, make them whole again.
As to Lucy, don't think too much about him, the masons have their reasons, they Beheld his
strength and power and fear him. yet they only one they should fear is the most high if there be
any fear at all. But The voice of God is small and still to those that love him and keep his ways.

Blessings multiplied to you.
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/03/2011 12:08 AM
Indeed. Never would I have thought I would say such things on GLP lol. No attention seeking
here. I don't make threads, I am a lurker. Which describes me to A T.
To those of you in the light, remain in the light. The prodigal sons who went astray will indeed be
returned to glory, and will carry the flaming vengeance to the dark and despicable, unholy,
wretched, vile slug eating swine that they are. Then their rage will be consumed, and find rest
once again, for our pain is worse than death, for at least in death we might rest.
And even the swine will be made whole, after their vileness is burnt to a crisp, and they present
right offerings to the "Holy one of Israel" "Still small voice" The prodigal sons will find perfect
absolution and peace and indeed will be welcomed back home to their father. To long have we
roamed the Heavens and Earth in total unrest.
So let us raise are flag, and swords for the final time, and rout out the wretched filth WHO WOULD
DARE COMMIT THESE VILE THINGS EVEN IN THE SITE OF THE MOST HIGH.!
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yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeessssssss!
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1522530
United States
09/03/2011 12:21 AM

Indeed. Never would I have thought I would say such things on GLP lol. No attention seeking
here. I don't make threads, I am a lurker. Which describes me to A T.
To those of you in the light, remain in the light. The prodigal sons who went astray will indeed be
returned to glory, and will carry the flaming vengeance to the dark and despicable, unholy,
wretched, vile slug eating swine that they are. Then their rage will be consumed, and find rest
once again, for our pain is worse than death, for at least in death we might rest.
And even the swine will be made whole, after their vileness is burnt to a crisp, and they present
right offerings to the "Holy one of Israel" "Still small voice" The prodigal sons will find perfect
absolution and peace and indeed will be welcomed back home to their father. To long have we
roamed the Heavens and Earth in total unrest.
So let us raise are flag, and swords for the final time, and rout out the wretched filth WHO WOULD
DARE COMMIT THESE VILE THINGS EVEN IN THE SITE OF THE MOST HIGH.!

yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeessssssss!
Quoting: Vindicator

We are trying awfully hard to give them opportunity to return to glory. That was the MISSION of
MIchael of Nebadon to extend his hand, because in reality there is no other way for them to return
except by his hand, and it is their choice. Always the individual's choice.
the fallen angel and the fallen human must by the laws of NATURE's God, live on lower worlds
like this for their eternity, until they choose to RESTAND themselves
Because of the nature of nature's cycles, this planet being at the end of the 2nd journey around
the Milky Way core, and other factors, there is no time left here for the fallen. They have no more
chances HERE. They will be moved laterally according to their nature and growth or lack there of.
Many severally abused younger souls will be moved to new younger planets, will have the terrible
soul memories erased, and will then have a fair start in a new place. the Hierarchy, which some
label God is indeed merciful and full of grace.
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Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 09/03/2011 12:23 AM
Vindicator
User ID: 1453550
United States
09/03/2011 12:45 AM
Indeed. Never would I have thought I would say such things on GLP lol. No attention seeking
here. I don't make threads, I am a lurker. Which describes me to A T.
To those of you in the light, remain in the light. The prodigal sons who went astray will indeed be
returned to glory, and will carry the flaming vengeance to the dark and despicable, unholy,
wretched, vile slug eating swine that they are. Then their rage will be consumed, and find rest
once again, for our pain is worse than death, for at least in death we might rest.
And even the swine will be made whole, after their vileness is burnt to a crisp, and they present
right offerings to the "Holy one of Israel" "Still small voice" The prodigal sons will find perfect
absolution and peace and indeed will be welcomed back home to their father. To long have we
roamed the Heavens and Earth in total unrest.
So let us raise are flag, and swords for the final time, and rout out the wretched filth WHO WOULD
DARE COMMIT THESE VILE THINGS EVEN IN THE SITE OF THE MOST HIGH.!

yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeessssssss!
Quoting: Vindicator
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We are trying awfully hard to give them opportunity to return to glory. That was the MISSION of
MIchael of Nebadon to extend his hand, because in reality there is no other way for them to return
except by his hand, and it is their choice. Always the individual's choice.
the fallen angel and the fallen human must by the laws of NATURE's God, live on lower worlds
like this for their eternity, until they choose to RESTAND themselves
Because of the nature of nature's cycles, this planet being at the end of the 2nd journey around
the Milky Way core, and other factors, there is no time left here for the fallen. They have no more
chances HERE. They will be moved laterally according to their nature and growth or lack there of.
Many severally abused younger souls will be moved to new younger planets, will have the terrible
soul memories erased, and will then have a fair start in a new place. the Hierarchy, which some
label God is indeed merciful and full of grace.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you.
This song gets to me EVERY single time.The Requiem of Mozart.
http://youtu.be/AxwiLowC44I
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HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1486547
United States
09/06/2011 11:58 AM

Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Quoting: Vindicator
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I am implying God, Lucifer, left the snake in the Garden, Paradise or Heaven on Earth, to channel
Eve. So when she was ready to die She could tell Adam. Because in order to bring Heaven to
Earth much self-sacrifice is demanded.
Haile Menelik
User ID: 341042
Netherlands
09/06/2011 12:06 PM

...

Contantinople is Constantine, Constaniople has been now Istanbul= Istan+Bull=Satan. Satans
City.
Quoting: Haile Menelik

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Mark.
Or where the Copts the 1st?
Quoting: Haile Menelik

trying to change the subject ????
3rd does not matter
Quoting: Sugarelf

Yes it does. Everybody matters.

HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1486547
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United States
09/06/2011 12:11 PM

...

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Mark.
Or where the Copts the 1st?
Quoting: Haile Menelik

trying to change the subject ????
3rd does not matter
Quoting: Sugarelf

Yes it does. Everybody matters.

Quoting: Haile Menelik

For one reason or another.
Sugarelf
User ID: 765966
United States
09/06/2011 04:21 PM
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...

call it what you want, you cannot change the order
Byzantium/Constantinople = 1st
Rome = 2nd
Quoting: Sugarelf

And the 3d is?
Africa.
Alexandria in Egypt, Estabelished by Saint Mark.
Or where the Copts the 1st?
Quoting: Haile Menelik

trying to change the subject ????
3rd does not matter
Quoting: Sugarelf

Yes it does. Everybody matters.

Quoting: Haile Menelik
well of course they do....
Nobody in Particular
Paradise Citizen Reducing POPPYCOCK
User ID: 1534355
United States
09/07/2011 04:19 PM
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Then one realizes their really is no 'duality' nor does the Serpent hold any real 'power'. Only power
of illusion, that God is infinitely merciful and all things will eventually return to him in the Aeon.
After all, if God created all things, this includes the Serpent, and he too has a specific purpose and
a hand in all creation. Otherwise why would God create the concept of the Serpent?
Quoting: Vindicator

Are you implying God created Evil?
Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Quoting: Vindicator

I am implying God, Lucifer, left the snake in the Garden, Paradise or Heaven on Earth, to channel
Eve. So when she was ready to die She could tell Adam. Because in order to bring Heaven to
Earth much self-sacrifice is demanded.
Quoting: HilosPP

beloved there was NO snake in that garden! Eve was advised by the good guys. She did however
let herself be deluded by Caligastia, lord of earth (prince of this world) at that time. Caligastia
joined into the Lucifer Rebellion of Satania.(no relation to the word satan). And in that delusion
she blew off the plan for racial upgraded on this world. this goes back to 38,000 years ago. Long
before the other writings of the OT. And Moses was not the creator of those early lessons in the
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OT, stories got accredited to him.
Please dear one, if you have such an interest that has kept your thread going, consider reading
the ADAM and Eve story in the Urantia Book. Because I know that you have misjudged it for
whatever reasons and possibly because you simply have not chosen to READ it. It IS from very
advanced HOSTs of the Hierarchy of the creation.
Papers 74 and 75 are about Adam and Eve and the their Default. It will put an end to thousands of
years of rumors and misinformation and mistranslation. It will relieve all of you interested from
your superstition too, because that is still so prominent on this world regards christianity. Paper 73
begins the story of the Garden of Eden and it's selection of site and building of it.
The only reason adam and eve are even IN the bible is because the garden was at one time at
the eastern end of the Mediterranean, and thus stories were handed down there. There was a 2nd
garden between the euphrates and tigris rivers and thus the influence there too in the telling of the
stories and why Islam recognizes the stories. (plus the roman church influence on "modern" islam
which it helped to create by infiltration).
[link to www.urantia.org]
[link to www.urantia.org]
[link to www.urantia.org]
Last night I had the strangest dream
I'd ever dreamed before
I dreamed the world had all agreed
To put an end to war
I dreamed I saw a mighty room
Filled with women and men
And the paper they were signing said
They'd never fight again
And when the paper was all signed
And a million copies made
They all joined hands and bowed their heads
And grateful pray'rs were prayed-Ed McCurdy
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1528434
United States
09/09/2011 01:55 AM

...

Are you implying God created Evil?
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Quoting: HilosPP

I'm saying God created the Serpent.From Genesis: "Now the Serpent was more subtle than any
other creature the LORD God had made."
Now obviously, and I am sure you will agree, God perceives EVERYTHING. There is nothing in
the future that is not known.
So he allowed the Serpent to carry out his will, EVEN though he saw through his wicked intentions
since before he even created him. I hope this makes sense. He also knew that the Fall would
occur, yet allowed it to happen. So now you can see the heavy price of the tree of knowledge, it
neither took Adam from evil nor set him in good. So he walks in the 'middle'
This is death. And is the Reason all the children of Adam repeat the same over and over..again
and again
But the cycles will soon end, and we will have perfect absolution across the Board because our
LORD is INFINITELY merciful. For he holds the perfect understanding of all things.
"I am the Alpha AND the OMEGA the beginning and the end, What IS, what WAS, what is to
come."
Quoting: Vindicator

I am implying God, Lucifer, left the snake in the Garden, Paradise or Heaven on Earth, to channel
Eve. So when she was ready to die She could tell Adam. Because in order to bring Heaven to
Earth much self-sacrifice is demanded.
Quoting: HilosPP

beloved there was NO snake in that garden! Eve was advised by the good guys. She did however
let herself be deluded by Caligastia, lord of earth (prince of this world) at that time. Caligastia
joined into the Lucifer Rebellion of Satania.(no relation to the word satan). And in that delusion
she blew off the plan for racial upgraded on this world. this goes back to 38,000 years ago. Long
before the other writings of the OT. And Moses was not the creator of those early lessons in the
OT, stories got accredited to him.
Please dear one, if you have such an interest that has kept your thread going, consider reading
the ADAM and Eve story in the Urantia Book. Because I know that you have misjudged it for
whatever reasons and possibly because you simply have not chosen to READ it. It IS from very
advanced HOSTs of the Hierarchy of the creation.
Papers 74 and 75 are about Adam and Eve and the their Default. It will put an end to thousands of
years of rumors and misinformation and mistranslation. It will relieve all of you interested from
your superstition too, because that is still so prominent on this world regards christianity. Paper 73
begins the story of the Garden of Eden and it's selection of site and building of it.
The only reason adam and eve are even IN the bible is because the garden was at one time at
the eastern end of the Mediterranean, and thus stories were handed down there. There was a 2nd
garden between the euphrates and tigris rivers and thus the influence there too in the telling of the
stories and why Islam recognizes the stories. (plus the roman church influence on "modern" islam
which it helped to create by infiltration).
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[link to www.urantia.org]
[link to www.urantia.org]
[link to www.urantia.org]
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

NiP you know Jesus isn't on a Space Ship right now and Earth is The First Planet in Heaven.
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1486547
United States
09/20/2011 07:36 PM

????
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 790968
Czech Republic
09/20/2011 08:38 PM
Re: The Truth of Mary Magdalene and Jesus of Nazareth
why is this idiocy pinned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1486189

As the pins are given by idiots. None of them have the slightest idea what are they talking about.
Never studied properly eastern hidden language, never came closer to the "core".
HilosPP (OP)
User ID: 1557495
United States
09/20/2011 11:27 PM

why is this idiocy pinned?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1486189
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As the pins are given by idiots. None of them have the slightest idea what are they talking about.
Never studied properly eastern hidden language, never came closer to the "core".
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 790968

And what core do you speak of?
Missioninvisible
User ID: 1800004
United States
12/02/2011 02:15 PM

The fact of the matter is Jesus was Adam reincarnated and Mary Magdalene was Eve
reincarnated. Jesus had sex, Jesus really likes sex, God made sex and if He didn't like it, it
wouldn't feel so damn good. If Jesus didn't have sex He would of probably started a Church like
The Roman Catholic Empire and has a bunch of underground child sex rings orchestrated, much
like the Pope Jean Paul the Second does.
Quoting: HilosPP

lol couldn't agree with this statement more if my life depended on it...there is nothing more sacred.
Its the defamation of the human body that creates the sinning in the act. Most things in life that
feel good, feel good for a reason. We are supposed to enjoy what we have been given by
God...weed/shrooms/etc. all are gateways to higher levels of consciousness where you can
communicate with your higher self and connect to the source!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6397947
United States
12/02/2011 02:25 PM
The Truth about Jesus and Mary Magdalene

[link to www.youtube.com
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